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AN ACT to amend and reenact section ten, article seventeen, chapter seventeen of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, relating to prepayment of tolls on toll bridges, and penalties for violation thereof.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia:

That section ten, article seventeen, chapter seventeen of the code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, be amended and reenacted so as to read as follows:

Section 10. The proprietor of any toll bridge may require
2 lawful toll to be paid previously to a passage thereover. But if
3 there be demanded at any such bridge more than is lawful, the
4 proprietor shall forfeit to the party aggrieved so much as is
5 illegally demanded and a further sum of not less than two nor
6 more than fifteen dollars. Whoever shall knowingly or inten-
7 tionally defraud, or attempt to defraud, the proprietor of any
8 toll bridge by evading, or attempting to evade, the payment of
9 lawful toll for crossing such bridge, or whoever shall aid an-
10 other to evade, or attempt to evade, the payment of such toll,
11 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and for every such offense
12 shall, upon conviction thereof, be fined not in excess of ten
13 dollars.
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